The problem of qualifying one's performance has and will be subject to much discussion; no less with the subject of grades. The student might be able to produce quantitatively and qualitatively by other than traditional ways, yet when his/her future is influenced by antiquated methods of performance evaluations i.e. grades. The student might be subject to much discussion; it is quite conceivable that an instructor bound by tradition will hinder or impede that student's growth by rating her/him, lower or higher grade wise, depending on the circumstances at the time. The grading system tilts the structure of the university. Employers receiving transcripts would be able to determine an employee's knowledge through standard evaluative means. Concerned students turned out in full force when it came time to confront the SCEPT committee. Students, for the most part, who did attend the controversial meeting were not in agreement with the grading system's position on grades here at GSU.

The grading system is prevalent throughout our universities in the U.S.A. today and decide if GSU should continue on the "No-Grade" system it now maintains or initiate an alternate method. Sample statements in favor were... 1. A student can opt for a grade in each individual course as he sees fit. 2. A student who is motivated by competition should be allowed the choice of standard grades in keeping with the loose structure of the university. 3. Employers receiving transcripts would be able to determine an employee's knowledge through standard evaluative means. 4. A student would have less difficulty in transferring to another college for graduate studies. Statements against were... 1. This is an experimental institution and the experiment was to be in effect for a period of five years. To date, school has been in session only two years. Until GSU becomes accredited the effects of our competency-based educational experiment cannot be fully realized. 2. There is a need in higher education to establish a non-traditional method of grading. 3. What will happen to GSU students who do not opt for the standard grade? Will their competencies be meaningful? If a student should choose a grade for one module and not for another module, how will it affect the transcript?
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The air waves, the magazines, the newspapers and personal notes no doubt are filled with the latest news of former Vice President Agnew. I never knew the man personally, but no matter, news is my business and he is the news partly because of what he did/did not affect the lives of many people. More importantly now however perhaps because of what he did not do amongst which are: He did not get locked up for refusing to defend charges of income tax evasion, bribery, kickbacks and it was not publicly stated whether or not he would have to give up the accumulated green.

He did not have travel or living restrictions placed on him by the court. Elliot Richardson, attorney general, said, “I’m sure Mr. Agnew can live anywhere he wants to since the court has granted him a three-year schism between gathering by the justice court. Elliot Richardson, attorney committee’s investigation be of many people. More nuclear explosion, and within the beasts can draw and promote. Should be prepared to ask for matter, news is my business and system of checks and balances change this nature it is the resign.”

publicly what he said a few weeks stealing, corruptions of all sorts The Constitution of These not do amongst which are: deep in this government and adopt and practice a national way... BE

He did not get locked up for society. Also within this mass is policy designed to enlighten the initiating a oral way, an’ honest air waves, the magazines, how to other crimes, e.g. government building with their blance to real (WHITE) humans. students have been and still are he or she doesn’t conduct

“I’m the dreamer but I would like Competencies - submitted

students to go to war. As students, we have a great

transcendence from engaging in the philosophy of Socialism or Capitalism to one of national survival for the egoistic and arab alike. The United States citizen is paying for another war. The citizens of Egypt are doing the same. Russia, Libya and no doubt many more though concealed by the media are fighting for their own thing love. A continued supply of things hurt that things do bad things influence his grading the warring camps assuring peace can be found .

The question is not whether the Israelis’ have a right to die on foreign soil; after all was not this ground of piece to given to them? The fact is that open warfare to play American the features - submitted

Reporters has it that the issue of oil is the number one

for learning resource. It is your instructor. And he thereby limits

students who encode factors influence his grading

themselves reversed, since the people of this nation have not been reversed, since the people of the nation have not been true to themselves - that The United States was founded on the立 the

All Men ARE FREE AND EQUAL, the law on which it was founded standing still. Not even the will was lived, propagated, taught, learned we are all subject to this law. But there’s one advantage, for which each one of us is grateful that

"THAT SAYS IT ALL" The national Commission on Non-Traditional Study defines non-traditional study as an attitude that puts the student first and the institution second, which concentrates more on the former

is that The United States was founded on the basis that the world will never be a social political system of checks and balances

Deprives, or the innovative university that it is, and starting new trends in our society...not perpetrating Thanks.

One of the things that seeks only to confuse. When are we as self-actualizing students not doing so.
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Let's Talk About The I.C.

A very large number of GSU students depend upon the I.C. I therefore deem it appropriate to continue to make a loud noise concerning the commuter service they provide.

Every day we hear complaints from GSU students about this service they receive. The time has come when students are actually missing classes because the trains are late.

A student cannot ask his (or her) instructor to repeat a lecture because a late train caused him to miss it. This has become a very serious matter.

Illinois Central is proposing to increase fares again. Dig the irony — fares going up, service going down.

Commuters and students must wait from 10 to 30 minutes at the Homewood station for an unknown reason. And they must wait again at 3111 S. Inc. for another 30 minutes. This adds up to two delays in one trip that can involve a student up to one hour late.

This has got to stop.

I urge all interested students to protest. Write to the Illinois Central office at: Traffic Dept., 130 E. 11th pl, Chicago, IL or write to: State of Illinois, Transportation Dept., Transportation Study Commission, 222 So. College St., Springfield, Illinois.

We will be circulating a petition to be sent to the transportation department in Springfield, and to the Illinois Central general office in Chicago. I urge everyone to please sign it. Even if you don't commute, you should sign because you never know when you might need the train.

Now as a group, GSU students spend a respectable amount of money with the I.C. and as a group, we have a right to be heard. And as a group, GSU students will be heard.

Remember, your letters and your protests count. They are important.

JONATHAN WOODS

Turn On To Creativity.

Dr. Bruce Meyers of The College of Business and Public Service would like to extend an invitation to all interested GSU community members to attend a weekly seminar called The Continuing Study of Creativity/Creative Thinking. The seminar has been in existence since 1969 and meets in room 2096 on Tuesday from 12:30 to 1:50. It is a free-wheeling meeting of people interested in various aspects of creativity.

Dr. Meyers defines creativity as a combination of previously known elements combined in a new way to better solve some new problem. In the seminar Dr. Meyers attempts to turn people on to the concept of creativity and how it can help them solve their particular problems. He leads discussion groups on any subject that seminar participants are interested in. Also he attempts to get people to formulate their own definitions of creativity and discover the common elements in each seminar which each definition that can be service to all.

Emphasis is placed on the consideration of alternative definitions of creativity, studying the many factors that inhibit creative thinking, and considering alternative methods and procedures for applying effective creative thinking to the problem solving process.

Dr. Meyers got the idea of forming the seminar last June when he attended the 19th annual Creative Problem Solving Institute in Buffalo NY. Several other universities throughout the country are running seminars on creativity and Dr. Meyers thought that such a seminar would be an asset to the GSU community. He hopes that he will be able to present programs on creativity to the community at large.
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Taoi Chi Master New Community
Professor At G.S.U.

Master George Lin Hu is a new Community Professor of Tai-Chi Chuan and Kung-Fu in the College of Cultural Studies at GSU.

Master Hu received his B.S. and M.S. in Geology and Mineralogy from the National Taiwan University and M.S. in the same specialization from the University of Chicago.

He began the study of Chinese Martial Arts at the age of eleven and in addition to being an expert in Kung Fu and Tai-chi Chuan, is also proficient in Swat-Jow (Chinese Judo), Chin Na (Joint Twisting and locking techniques), Karate, Aikido, Yoga and Shaolin Temple Boxing.

Mr. Hu was honored to be made a member of the secret Chinese Tai-Chi Chuan association and has worked both on the research committee (devoted to the scientific evaluation of Tai-Chi Chuan) and the teaching committee (devoted to designing training programs for Tai-Chi Chuan instruction).

Starting October 22nd, Master Hu will be teaching Kung Fu from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m. and Tai-chi Chuan from 8:00 to 9:30 p.m. each Friday night.

Persons not registered for credit may be allowed to participate if there is sufficient room and should contact Dr. Beth Herlinger in the College of Cultural Studies.

George Ling Hu, coordinator, explained:

"The objectives of this module are to practice Chinese movements for health, learning coordination, breathing, attitude, philosophy, and work on first section of the most popular 'Yang's style.'"

"Besides physical exercise, assigned readings and short research paper on the subject are required."
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Feasibility

BY HERBERT C. WILLIAMS

In recent months, the government has been facing numerous challenges, including high inflation, political instability, and a growing national debt. These issues have led to widespread protests and social unrest, with calls for fundamental reforms to addresses the country's economic and political problems. In particular, the government has faced criticism for its handling of the pandemic, which has resulted in a significant increase in unemployment and poverty.

To address these challenges, the government has proposed a series of measures aimed at stimulating economic growth and improving the standard of living for the country's citizens. These measures include increased investment in infrastructure, reforms to the education and healthcare systems, and policies to support small businesses and entrepreneurship.

However, some critics argue that these measures are insufficient and do not address the root causes of the country's economic problems. They call for more comprehensive reforms, including changes to the political system and a redistribution of wealth, to ensure that the benefits of economic growth are felt by all citizens.

In the coming weeks, the government will need to carefully consider the impact of these proposed measures and how they will be implemented. It will also need to engage with civil society and opposition leaders to ensure that the reforms are inclusive and responsive to the needs of all citizens.

In conclusion, while the government has taken steps to address the country's economic challenges, more needs to be done to ensure that these reforms are effective and sustainable. It is crucial that the government continue to listen to the concerns of its citizens and work towards a future where all citizens can benefit from economic growth and development.
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Home Is Where The Head Is (Circulation Library)
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DUBUQUE, Iowa — Special recognition was accorded to 625 alumni who were graduates of the University of Dubuque and its alma mater's homecoming.

In 1946, the University of Dubuque was founded by the Rev. Daniel J. Callahan, a member of the first graduating class. The university is located on the banks of the Mississippi River.

As a student, Dean Austin was active in the Student Association, served as president of the Student Government Association, and was a member of the University of Dubuque Student Body Council.

In addition, he is a member of the University of Dubuque, received a bachelor's degree in education from the University of Iowa.

The Office of Career Placement is pleased to announce that Charles Rangel, a student enrolled in the College of Business and Public Service, is now employed in the Student Service Center.

The Director of Student Services wishes to announce that Charles Rangel, a student enrolled in the College of Business and Public Service, is now employed in the Student Service Center.

* * * *

Macon, IL — The Illinois Board of Regents and the University of Illinois announced Thursday (Oct. 18) that the 1986-1987 academic year will be a time of change and transition at the University of Illinois at Springfield.

In addition, the University of Dubuque received a grant from the National Science Foundation to support research in the field of environmental conservation.

Pat Cebryszyn replaces Bob Putman as new Student Affairs Deans. The University of Dubuque received a grant from the National Science Foundation to support research in the field of environmental conservation.

The Director of Student Services wishes to announce that Charles Rangel, a student enrolled in the College of Business and Public Service, is now employed in the Student Service Center.

The Director of Student Services wishes to announce that Charles Rangel, a student enrolled in the College of Business and Public Service, is now employed in the Student Service Center.

* * * *

HLD

A) All students should check their mailboxes at least once a week.
B) Students who wish to have their mailboxes emptied should notify the Student Service Center.
C) All students should check their mailboxes at least once a week.

- An Eskimo linguistic scholar will teach at Governors State University.

- Involved linguistic behaviorists are tasked with the study of language.

- Language Arts: Ethnic History will be covered by Bertha Lowe as a community professor in the College of Cultural Studies for the November/December session.

- In Anchorage, Alaska, Ms. Lowen has been coordinator of Inupiaq Program of the Alaska state-operated school system and assistant director in child development for the Rural Alaska Community Action Program. She has also been with Fairbanks Native Association, Inc., and the University of Alaska.

*Excerpted from previous press releases. If you find you could use more information about a specific item, let us know and we shall send the complete release. Contact John Canning (312) 633-2221.

Looking At Us

One-half of the students are employed in a full-time position while they attend Governors State University, according to a survey. Other findings were that 24 percent of the students would not be enrolled in higher education were it not for GSU; some 25 per cent had not been away from college for more than five years prior to enrolling at GSU.

*Excerpted from previous press releases. If you find you could use more information about a specific item, let us know and we shall send the complete release. Contact John Canning (312) 633-2221.

Latest 5/9 Stats:

Total enrollment 2,220
Undergraduate 1,151
Graduate 19
Married 1,177
Unmarried 443
Cook County 136
Will County 23
DuPage County 5
Kane County 10 plus 2 other counties with 6 or less each.
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Reap The Benefits Of A Unique Library

The LRC is a unique library for a unique University. The Library is an active learning center, not just a storehouse for books and periodicals. In addition to "books," the Library's collection includes reference materials, ab-what we call the Student Services on Black identity that provide them with leverage Between the Canadian frontier ar. Next Five are largely technological... of land, and on that land there are postsecondary education affect political scientist .

particularly noteworthy is the complete file of ERIC (Educational Research Information Center) documents on microfiche. One of the existing research studies in Research in Education, this file is a primary source of information on current research in the broad area of "Education." Copies of the representative children's books, Fiche documents may be made for both fiction and non-fiction, some retention for Fiche readers games. Af filiated with the Materials Center has a Liaison Librarian and collection of teachers' editions of basic elementary text books and specimens sets of basic psychological and diagnostic tests. Books are available for use in the Library are sample courses of study from various key areas in the U.S.

The LRC exerts every effort to make its information accessible to all GUS students, faculty and community members. At least one professionally trained librarian is available, usually at the reference desk, during all hours the Library open. The Library is there to provide assistance to you in your search for information. Please don't hesitate to ask for guidance. No question is a "dumb question."

Dr. Endres Heads Midwest Conference

The American Association for Higher Education has named as regional coordinator for a series of conferences in the Midwest a University woman administrator.

"The Association," said President, Responding to a Buyer's Market" to be coordinated by Mary P. Lewis, vice president of academic affairs, University of Wisconsin-Madison. Th.ose who desire to attend, according to Ten or technical courses, according to Ten or.

Students are encouraged to attend these conferences which will look at the concept of postsecondary education, and a Notre Dame task force report on "The Learning Society."

"In a time of expanding learning opportunities, a summary game "EVOLUTION," a summary of the concept of postsecondary education, and a Notre Dame task force report on "The Learning Society."

"In a time of expanding learning opportunities, a summary game "EVOLUTION," a summary of the concept of postsecondary education, and a Notre Dame task force report on "The Learning Society."

The Association will look at the concept of postsecondary education, and a Notre Dame task force report on "The Learning Society."

Secondary Education Up In-Illinois

MACOMB, Ill. — Total fall enrollment in the five universities under the jurisdiction of the Illinois Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities increases substantially in the fall term, seniors) to 60,939.

The increase in enrollment is in high tension class enrollment, which grew from 61,939 to 60,939 for a 0.5 per cent jump. Resident headcount enrollment climbed from 36,250 in the fall of 1972 to 37,365 for the current year; this represents an increase of 1,716 or 4.7 per cent. Breakdown of the resident headcount increase is as follows: Lower Division (freshmen and sophomores) - 190 or 1.3 per cent; Upper Division (junior and seniors) - 816 or 5.3 per cent; and Graduate Students - 160 or 4.0 per cent.

Just as GUS, which is located in a predominantly white community, has a white president, Chicago State University is located in a predominantly black community. And by just standards, Chicago State University should have a black president.

In response to the growing demands for a black president at Chicago State University, Sen. Richard Newhouse is in Chicago to meet with leaders of all student groups and institutions in the Midwest to found an ad hoc committee for the selection of a president.

This citizen's committee is composed of representatives from the business community, labor groups, student organizations, community colleges and community organizations and government administrative units.

To ensure that the black community interest be served and no candidate be selected without the participation of black citizens, the convening group agreed that all interested groups and individuals should send letters and telegrams, etc., to your state legislators and to:

ILLINOIS BOARD OF SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC EDUCATION

100 North LaSalle Street, Springfield, Illinois 62706

AND TO EXPRESS YOUR CONCERN IN NO UNCERTAIN TERMS

Also, all interested groups and individuals may contact Mrs. Ross Moore at 312-241-4562 or 322-3315 for more information.

After this citizen's committee meets, Chicago State University is located in a black community. Ideally, black students should contact your College situation in larger numbers than other ethnic groups. And valid conclusion that a black president can formulate a University to the black student than a white president.
Innovator

Issac Hayes Star In First Film

By Cassandra Wilson

November, 1973

For Puerto Rico

LIVING, LIVING, happy smiles,
Nostalgic mountains run for miles.
No social worker waiting in line,
Just God's good earth.

Oh Lady Land you don't possess
Man's cruel touch of credativeness;
Splenid beauty you hold near
Your laughing mountain stream;
Love flowers gently like a dream
And in your life forever;
Do I love you? Is my life constant?
Or am I living an unknown

In her own gentle way
She calls me to her side to stay.
Oh Lady Land you don't possess
Man's cruel touch of credativeness;
Splenid beauty you hold near
Your laughing mountain stream;
And shall it forever remain...

The Innovator welcomes Miss Ramonita Segarra, poet, as a contributor to Poetry Corner.

The Game

When I was a magit younger
I even decided to take on this task, we'll get a dynamic combination of Hayes' musical and screen talents whipped up deliciously into something for especial interest.

A Plea

Why can't we compromise?
Why can't we relate?
May it be too late.
I'm trying to deal with me
It's hard, can't you see?
The problems are mine, it's true
But it could be easier with help
From you. I want to come to be
But it's hard, can't you see?
I'm trying to deal with me
I want to come to be
To tell you, I love you.

And somehow I try to reason with me
To tell you, I love you.

In the alleyway to the game of basketball
And now as I walk through the same back alley way
I see the burning garbage and all that broken glass
And a little girl who is taken
Hit again and again and again.

Robert A. Blue

The Theatre Of The Absurd

Sex and the US. Scene

Let me trip your mind back to the spring of 1968, when behind the barn stood miss Ann and her black African lover man:

One old beat-up book of alphabet,
A few black man's tears,
I heard the desperate shouts
Of my sisters tears

And maybe I'll get mad
I see
If I don't
Life is not an end
To something to get and keep
As those who know "Know"?
Then life must be a beginning.

But if living is the beginning
Just where do we start?
When do we start?

If it is, that of some was born
"With It", while some acquired it,
And some still "Living in the dark"?
If so, why can't we see the light?

If we can't, we don't know how to create ourselves

Do to me that which the maids speak about commanded miss Ann
The chains were gone from the mind of the African blackman

Do to me that which the maids speak about commanded miss Ann
The chains were gone from the mind of the African blackman

When it was all over white miss Ann
decided to be a mother for a simple time to learn about your one, two, three
who their father was
and also history, and psychology, and democracy and chemistry and the military.

By Robert A. Blue

Steel around his neck, steel around his legs
guns at his heart
life or death, all at the command of white miss Ann

In the mind of the black man is the other times
When the morning sun was free now the white slave drivers held him captive

With the move of a hand from white miss Ann
the chains were gone from the mind of the African blackman

Do to me that which the maids speak about commanded miss Ann
The chains were gone from the mind of the African blackman

When it was all over white miss Ann
decided to be a mother for a simple time to learn about your one, two, three
who their father was
and also history, and psychology, and democracy and chemistry and the military.